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'This is a fantastic debut adult novel from Anna-Lou Weatherley, and the perfect beach read! It's escapist
fiction at its best, and it goes to show that even if you have all the money you could ever need, it doesn't
necessarily make you happy.' 5/5 Chloe’s Chick Lit reviews

‘If you're a die-hard fan of Jackie Collins and Rebecca Chance, then Anna-Lou Weatherley's books will be
up your street.’ I Heart Chick Lit

Money can’t buy you love…
Discovered at the tender age of sixteen, Imogen Lennard once had the world at her feet as one of the world’s
top fashion models. Now married to Sebastian Forbes – a billionaire as controlling as he is wealthy – she has
everything money can buy, but longs for what it can’t – her first love.

When Sebastian publicly humiliates her, she decides that it is for the last time. Enlisting the help of her best
friends – Calvary, the glamorous fashion editor, and Yasmin, the feisty ex-party girl – she masterminds a
daring plan to turn the tables on their men once and for all.

On the surface they have it all; beauty, wealth and status. But, united in their destructive marriages, the three
women join forces and risk it all for the ultimate revenge... and the chance of finally finding their own happy
ever after.

What people are saying about Vengeful Wives

‘Think Desperate Housewives in Chelsea and you’ll be on the right page with this delicious drama, where
trophy wives turn the tables on their other halves.’ Glamour Magazine

‘Funny, sexy and 100% beach-read fabulous. ’ Cosmopolitan

'A fun, romp of a read, the perfect poolside companion' Grazia

‘The author weaves a sensational tale of life, love, loss and friendship. The type of friendship where you
would do anything at all to help your friends, no matter what!

The twists and turns along the way are thoroughly exciting and absolutely enjoyable, and at times surprising,
leaving you constantly wanting to read more about these fabulously feisty, gutsy, determined women… an
extremely entertaining read, a real compelling page-turner with lots of fun and wit thrown in for good
measure. Kim The Bookworm
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From reader reviews:

Brian Andres:

Book will be written, printed, or outlined for everything. You can recognize everything you want by a
publication. Book has a different type. We all know that that book is important point to bring us around the
world. Beside that you can your reading talent was fluently. A guide Vengeful Wives will make you to
become smarter. You can feel a lot more confidence if you can know about every thing. But some of you
think that will open or reading a book make you bored. It is not make you fun. Why they are often thought
like that? Have you looking for best book or acceptable book with you?

Donald Cortes:

What do you ponder on book? It is just for students as they are still students or this for all people in the
world, the actual best subject for that? Just you can be answered for that issue above. Every person has
distinct personality and hobby for each and every other. Don't to be pushed someone or something that they
don't want do that. You must know how great in addition to important the book Vengeful Wives. All type of
book could you see on many methods. You can look for the internet sources or other social media.

Dwight Bailey:

The reserve with title Vengeful Wives includes a lot of information that you can discover it. You can get a
lot of gain after read this book. This particular book exist new knowledge the information that exist in this
reserve represented the condition of the world currently. That is important to yo7u to find out how the
improvement of the world. This specific book will bring you within new era of the glowbal growth. You can
read the e-book on your smart phone, so you can read the item anywhere you want.

John Hill:

The book untitled Vengeful Wives contain a lot of information on that. The writer explains your girlfriend
idea with easy technique. The language is very clear to see all the people, so do not necessarily worry, you
can easy to read the item. The book was authored by famous author. The author will take you in the new time
of literary works. You can actually read this book because you can please read on your smart phone, or
program, so you can read the book within anywhere and anytime. In a situation you wish to purchase the e-
book, you can available their official web-site and also order it. Have a nice examine.
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